STALEMATE ON THE MADRID FRONT
have been full of the secret agents of half a dozen differ-
ent powers. Agents striving to protect their own secrets
and agents trying to detect others5 secrets mnst have
rubbed shoulders from one end of Spain to the otter.
There was so much to guard and so much to detect.
The value of the Spanish war to military experts has
obviously been great.   Though small numbers of men
have been engaged—that is, small in comparison with the
immense armies that a future world war would entail—
they have been,  especially in the later stages, amply
supplied with all the death-dealing apparatus of modern
war, save gas.   The machine-gun, for instance, has shown
once again that she is queen of the battlefield.   It takes
a great deal of skill, of artillery, and of tanks, to overcome
a   position   well   defended   with   automatic   weapons*
Artillery has shown so far little improvement, except in
range and in mobility.   The tank has been vastly im-
proved, and there have been medium, light-medium, and
whippet tanks in quantity.   As far as I know, however^
none of the tank mastodons, thirty to forty-ton monsters,
have been seen on Spanish soil.   They are all formidable
weapons, speciaEy designed to destroy the machine-gnu
crew, but they have all met with a terrible enemy.   Fire
from petrol canisters, hand grenades and, above all, the
terrible anti-tank gun.   This gun? small and easily moved,
can take shelter anywhere and does not seem much bigger
than a wheel-barrow.   Yet it can throw its shell three
thousand yards, and at the range when it usually engages
a tank, about eight hundred to a thousand yards, ii puts
two shells out of three on its target.   It is sufficient to
have seen tanks brought to a standstill by a shell from one
of these guns to realise its stopping power.   Whenever
one of these guns and one, two, or even three tanks ^
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